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Must earn a "C" or better in the highlighted courses and laboratories to meet degree requirements and advancement prerequisites. If you drop EE 2100, EE 2200, CpE 2210, etc., you must also drop the corresponding co-requisite laboratories.

Disclaimer: This summary may assist students and advisors in scheduling classes. This is not a complete description of the graduation requirements for a B.S.CpE. Degree. See the Missouri S&T undergraduate catalog and the CpE undergraduate student handbook for a more complete description of graduation requirements.
Missouri University of Science & Technology B.S.Cp.E.
Effective Catalog Year 2014
Approved 2013

Must earn a "C" or better in the highlighted courses and laboratories to meet degree requirements and advancement prerequisites.
If you drop EE 151, EE 121, or CpE 111, you must also drop the corresponding laboratories.

Disclaimer: This summary may assist students and advisors in scheduling classes. This is not a complete description of the graduation requirements for a B.S.Cp.E. Degree. See the Missouri S&T undergraduate catalog and the CpE undergraduate student handbook for a more complete description of graduation requirements.